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Abstract

This paper deals with the dynamic analysis of a truck with

semi-trailer three-axle road tank for transport of loose materi-

als like corn (barley, wheat, rye, oats, etc.). Firstly, the natu-

ral frequencies and mode shapes of truck-tank combination are

calculated. Computer simulations of going on special waved

road are performed for several speeds. Responses and maximum

displacements are analyzed in vertical and lateral directions.

These analyses represent a theoretical preparation of the exper-

imental testing of the road tank. Obtained forces and reactions

of these simulations may be used for the quasi-static analysis

of deformation and stresses of the road tank. These results may

also be used for extensive dynamic and fatigue analyses of the

road tank and its behavior in real traffic conditions. Dynamic

simulations of the simplified truck-tank model are carried out

using software SIMULATION 2012 which is based on the finite

element method (FEM).
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1 Introduction

Road transport is still the most popular and commonly used

form of transportation of goods and materials. Therefore, it

is necessary to produce road transport vehicles (trucks, semi-

trailers, etc.) of high quality. Excessive vibration of vehicles

may affect road safety and lifetime of individual parts of the

vehicles such as chassis, road tanks, etc. (Genta [3]; Vlk [6]).

Vehicle behavior can be described in detail by computer sim-

ulations. In this way, it is possible to simulate extreme situa-

tions, for example sharp turning at high speed, driving on in-

clined plane, etc. The advantage of computer simulations is low

price in comparison with the real tests of produced prototype

vehicles. Comparison of computer simulations and real tests is

crucial for the reliability of the results. The aim of this article

can be summarized in a few points

• to create a computer dynamic model of the truck with semi-

trailer three-axle tank,

• to calculate the natural frequencies and modes,

• to perform the computer simulations of driving on special

waved road for different speeds,

• to evaluate the response in maximum displacements in lateral

and vertical directions.

Fig. 1. Dimensions of NKA 46 road tank (with marked Centre of Gravity)

2 Special waved roadway

In this chapter, the special waved roadway is described. The

waves on the roadway have triangular shape. Each wave is about
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Fig. 2. Profile of roadway

80 mm wide and 50 mm high. The distances between two waves

are 770 mm. The total number of waves is 26 in each com-

puter simulation. Only right side of truck-tank assembly (right

wheels) drives across these obstacles. Left side goes on smooth

road all the time crossing the obstacles. This simulated roadway

is similar to the special roadway at the test circuit in Kopřivnice

(Czech Republic). This roadway is called “resonance roadway”

inducing resonant vibration of the tested vehicles. During the

computational analyses, the profile of roadway is simulated by

means of a base excitation under each wheel. The shape of exci-

tation impulse is given by the relationship of wheel position and

time. Only kinematic excitation in the vertical direction is con-

sidered. All wheels are excited in a suitable phase shift which

depends on the simulated speed.

3 Dynamic truck-tank model

This preliminary truck-tank model has to be simplified in

comparison with the real truck-tank assembly. The model of

the articulated vehicles (truck-tank) consists of several elemen-

tary 3-D objects (cylindrical shell and blocks). Main features

of the model (mass, dimensions, centre of gravity position) are

the same as the real tank (Paščenko, Stejskal [5]). The vehicle

is modeled as a rigid body but the cylindrical shell has a real

bending and torsion stiffness. The grain mass (loose material)

is uniformly distributed along the whole tank. This material is

considered a passive mass therefore it moves together with the

tank. It also means that the tank is not dampened by movement

of grain which is certainly conservative simplification. For the

purposes of this study, the values of suspension stiffness and

damping were adopted from literature. In a first approximation,

these values are considered to be linear which simplification is

again. A linear model of tires is used. One spring for each

wheel represents the stiffness in the vertical, lateral and longi-

tudinal directions. Their values are also used from literature.

The modeled joint between the truck and tank should be simi-

lar to the real truck-tank joint (fifth wheel–king pin). The king

pin allows relative rotation in all directions between the truck

and semi-trailer. The mesh of model is quite coarse which is

entirely sufficient for the study of dynamic behavior of the road

tank.

The response of the tank is studied in three nodes. The first

node (no. 1237, see Fig. 3) is near the truck-tank joint. The

front part of the tank is strongly dependent on a movement of

Fig. 3. Model and mesh

the truck. The second node (no. 1230) is placed at the rear part

of the tank – near the second and the third tank axle. Both of

these nodes are on the right side of the cylindrical shell. The

rear part of the tank is not affected so much by the truck. The

response of this part is dependent on damping and stiffness of the

tank suspension. It is necessary to check also the left side to get

better imagination about spatial 3-D behavior of the tank. The

number of the third node is 1366. It is placed on the cylindrical

shell between the centre of gravity and the first tank axle. All

nodes are in the same height (Paščenko, Stejskal [4]).

4 Natural frequencies

Firstly, it is necessary to find out natural frequencies and nat-

ural modes (Field, Hurtado, Carne, Dohrmann [1]; Field, Hur-

tado, Carne [2]). The frequency analysis is performed by means

of the computational software SIMULATION. This analysis en-

ables to calculate natural frequencies with corresponding natural

modes and modal masses (Subspace Iteration Method). As the

response to kinematic excitation of the model will be performed

by Time Mode History Analysis (based on development of a

dynamic response to the natural modes) the cumulative mass,

which is a sum of modal masses of used natural modes, has to

be at least 80% of the total mass for relevant results in each

direction. Six natural frequencies and modes are considered.

The cumulative mass of six considered natural frequencies in all

three directions is about 97% (see Tab. 1).

Tab. 1. Natural frequencies and modal mass participation list

It is obvious that 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th and 6th frequencies and

modes are significant. However, the modal mass of the third nat-

ural frequency is negligible. The resulting natural modes of the

1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th and 6th natural frequencies are shown in Fig. 4–

8. The difference between 1st and 5th mode lies in the fact that

1st mode has the roll centre at the bottom (under axles) and 5th

mode has the roll centre at the top of the tank.
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Fig. 4. 1st mode – roll

Fig. 5. 2nd mode – pitch (tank) & bounce (truck)

Fig. 6. 4th mode – bounce (truck & tank)

Fig. 7. 5th mode – roll

Fig. 8. 6th mode – pitch (truck) & bounce (tank)

5 Computer simulations of going on special waved

road

Next, the resonant behavior is studied. It is necessary to cal-

culate suitable speeds (right excitation frequencies) which cor-

respond with significant natural frequencies. The resonance is

achieved if the excitation frequency is in accord with the corre-

sponding natural frequency. Then it is possible to simulate the

most dangerous driving on the waved road. Next, other simula-

tions are performed for speeds of 8, 10, 13, 30 km/h for better

imagination about the tank behavior at higher speeds. The re-

sults are performed in Tab. 2 and Tab. 3.

Tab. 2. Responses in maximum vertical displacements

Tab. 3. Responses in maximum lateral displacements

In vertical direction, the amplitude ratio between displace-

ments induced by obstacle excitation and tank response dis-

placements is not higher than 0.24. The maximum response is

excited at speeds 1.6 and 3.1 km/h due to resonance. Driving

at these low speeds is not frequent. These speeds are achieved

essentially only during starting and stopping vehicle. As the

inertial forces are small, it is not so dangerous for the tank life-

time. Similar vertical displacements are also induced at higher

speeds – for example 30 km/h (see Tab. 2 and Tab. 3). However,

in contrary to the previous case, the higher inertial forces can

gradually damage truck or semi-trailer tank.
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6 Conclusion

The simplified FEM model is used for dynamic analyses of

the behavior of semi-trailer road tank. The natural frequencies

and modes of truck–tank assembly are investigated. The 1st, 2nd,

4th, 5th and 6th frequencies and modes are significant. Computer

simulations of driving on special waved roadway are performed.

Maximum displacement in Y and Z directions is found. The

maximum response is excited at speeds 1.6 and 3.1 km/h due to

resonance. This study represents only the first stage of complex

dynamic and fatigue analyses of the road tank and its behavior in

real traffic conditions. The next stage of research will be devoted

to a comparison of results in natural frequencies of the described

computational model and the real road tank NKA 46 tested on a

test polygon in Kopřivnice (see Fig. 1). The strength and fatigue

quasi-static analysis of the detailed computational model will

then follow.
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